Horn - Bad Meinberg
Before the 19th century we hear of Jews who lived in Horn only when it was a
matter of reducing the Jewish population and preventing new arrivals. In the
14th and 15th centuries the Jews lived primarily at the locations of the favorite
residences of the Counts of Lippe, as can be assumed also for Horn. On 13th
October 1511 the nobleman Count Simon of Lippe had to decide on the town’s
petition to expel the Jews from town by the next Christmas; meanwhile the
citizens of Horn were to have the opportunity of redeeming their pledges. It is
rather to be doubted whether the expulsion actually took place.
In 1599, relatives of the Court Jew Isaak of Salzuflen settled in Horn. In 1594,
1599 and 1612, the Mayor and Town Council of Horn refused to accept Jews in
the town. In 1614 matters culminated in the expulsion of the Jews from Lippe.
The Count had agreed to restrict them to one Jewish family, but as this became
no longer practicable complaints multiplied, with most expressions of
dissatisfaction coming from the Grocers’ and Butchers’ Offices.
Around 1662 two Jewish families lived in Horn, increasing to five by 1688 and
to seven by 1693. From the town’s treasury register of 1766 we can ascertain
the names of those Jewish householders who had to pay residence tax:
Abraham Salomon, Abraham Selig, Isaak Selig, Salomon Samson, Isaak Jakob,
Abraham Jakob, Joseph Jakob, Sostmann Mosis, Seligmann Samson, Phillip
Jakob, Levi Abraham, Joel Salomon, Levi Moses, Schmul and Abraham
Fratgen. In 1777 the Jewess Gäntgen and her bridegroom Meyer received a
safe-conduct for Meinberg; they intended setting up a kosher snack bar for the
use of Jewish visitors to the spa.
During the 19th century, the proportion of Jews in the population of Horn
remained relatively constant, then to decline rapidly (Table 33). For a long
time the Jews of Horn and Meinberg had a School- and Synagogue Association.
The beginning of the First World War dissolved the Synagogue community of
Horn when its members were incorporated in the Detmold community.

Table 33 the development of the Jewish population within the present
municipal boundaries of Horn - Bad Meinberg
1885
1880
1885
1890
1932

72
56
60 (15 in Bad Meinberg)
55 (14 in Bad Meinberg)
21 (3 in Bad Meinberg)

Synagogue and Jewish School on Burgstrasse
First half of 19th century: Synagogue
possibly stood on the plot at 209,
Burgstrasse (today: 29A)
1856 Demolished
25th/26th August 1856: consecration of
new house of worship on Burgstrasse,
with Jewish school in front of it

10th November 1938: no arson, but
the interior of the Synagogue
devastated
1939/1940: sale, altered
reconstruction, use for residential
purposes and as print works
1989 Most recent alterations
Memorial plaque to Synagogue and
School

The building of the former Jewish school is located in Horn at 29, Burgstrasse.
That of the former synagogue of the Horn - Bad Meinberg Jewish community
(house 29A, previously 209, Fig. 374), stands behind it, and is reached by a
narrow passage at the western side of the street-front building. Presumably this
had been the site of the old prayer house, which may well originated in the first
half of the 19th century.
In 1677, Count Simon Heinrich had permitted the Jews resident in Detmold,
Sazuflen and Horn to hold regular divine services. For Horn, the payment of
synagogue fees dates from 1677. During the 18th century, services took place
at various premises.
By the mid-19th century, the old synagogue in Horn was indisrepair and it was
demolished in 1856. The new house of worship, built by the master-bricklayer
Krieger of Lippspringe, was dedicated on the 25th and 26th August 1856,
accompanied by well-attended participation of the Jewish and Christian

inhabitants of Horn. The Jewish community raised the building costs (around
2,000 thalers) only with great effort.
The building has a square ground-plan (92 m2). Its walls of undressed
stonewalls were decorated at least on the eaves wall, and it had a gabled roof.
The structure was exclusively for use for divine service. The prayer hall had
two storeys; a staircase at the ground floor led to the women’s gallery. The
southern eaves wall, which included the entrance, had a three-section design.
The right-hand and middle sections presented two linked high windows with
round arches, which were each set in a blind arch. The entrance, with a round
arch and fan light, was set in the left-hand blind arch.
An inscribed keystone indicated the year as 1856. The space for the Hebrew
inscription, which had been located above the entrance under the small roundarched window lighting the women’s gallery, is no longer visible. Formerly, it
carried the following inscription (Genesis ch. 28, v. 17): “How holy∗ is this
place! This is no other than the house of God, and this is the gate of heaven.”
With inadequate evidence available about the building, we can no longer
determine whether the eaves wall facing the garden was disposed parallel to the
southern side. At all events a round-arched secondary entrance is still
discernible on photographs taken in 1989. At that time, round-arched shapes
were also recognizable on the eastern gable wall.

∗

“Wie heilig...”; but in Hebrew: “ mah- norah…” = “how awesome…” (translator)

The prayer hall contained the following furnishings and religious objects:
- 12 benches seating 4
- 1 lectern
- 2 candelabra
- 1 larger chandelier
- 2 small wall candelabra
- 6 Torah scrolls
- 4 shofar (rams’) horns
- 4 curtains with pelmets
- 20 small coats [for scrolls] (mostly in pieces)
- 2 [table]cloths
- 2 small [table]cloths
- 40 wrappers for Torah scrolls
- 1 menorah
- 2 lulavim [palm-branches]
- 1 alms box
- 1 large memorial plaque to Albert Aschoff
- 2 additional small memorial plaques
- 1 shroud (in pieces)
Up in the women’s gallery:
- 2 benches seating 9
- 4 chairs
The synagogue building was not destroyed during the November pogrom of
1938. However, the windowpanes were pushed in and all the contents –
benches, lamps and literature – were wrecked. After its sale to the wife of the
owner of a book printing press, the building was rebuilt (1939/40) (Fig. 375).
Introduction of a middle ceiling destroyed the prayer-hall. The front section of
the ground floor, like the top floor, was now used for residential purposes,
while a printing works was set up in the rear part of the ground floor. The
southern part of the building was at that time lowered by 1.5 m for a cellar; in
order to provide height for standing in it, a new floor, higher by about 0.5 m.,
was laid for the ground floor.

Later on, the whole synagogue building was used as an apartment house. The
last structural changes were made in 1989, at which time the façades were
given a new coat of paint (Figs. 376-379). A memorial plaque recalls the
former synagogue and the Jewish schoolhouse that stood in front of it. A
memorial tablet preserved today in the Horn Municipal Museum came from the
synagogue in Horn, where it commemorated Albert Aschoff, who fell in France
in 1917 (Fig. 380).
The former schoolhouse, formerly no. 209, now no. 29, stands directly on
Burgstrasse. The modest four-sectioned and gabled half-timbered house with
its non-timbered south front was probably built at the beginning of the 19th
century or a little before. As early as 1897, there had existed “…in Horn a
Jews’ school by the Church”. The institution on Burgstrasse continued to exist
until 1902/3. Tall rectangular windows formerly formed the third and fourth
sections of the street façade, and were probably those of the classroom, which
were two stories high. The first two-façade sections each consisted of two
smaller rectangular windows in the ground- and upper floor. The entrance lay
in the northern gable face.
In 1932, the Jewish community ordered alteration of the southern gable face of
the house, which had meanwhile been turned to residential use. The visible
half-timbering and the wooden overlay of the gable apex was to disappear and
the gable was to be renovated with full construction. (Fig. 382). Meanwhile, a
guest suite was installed in the ground floor with an apartment above it. In
1991 the town permitted an advertising board to be attached to the house at 29,
Burgstrasse (Fig. 383). Neither the former synagogue building nor the
erstwhile schoolhouse has been entered in the Historic Monuments List of the
Horn – Bad Meinberg municipality. Besides the synagogue in Horn, there also
existed a prayer room in Belle, in the house of A. Klarenmeyer the elder.

The cemetery in Horn on Paderborner Strasse and in Belle on Pyrmonter
Strasse.
(Figs. 384-388)
C. W. Isermann reported as early as 1890 that, “from of old” there is a burial
ground for the Jewish residents of Horn, Bad Meinberg and the surrounding
villages, which lies right on the road to Veldrom, west of Zangenbach. A
glance at the grounds on the contemporary Paderborner Strasse (Area 10, no.
311) shows that the year 1850 often given as the date for the establishment of
the burial ground, is very doubtful; the cemetery is certainly older (Figs. 384387).
On this plot of 1159 m2, enclosed by hedges and a low wall, 108 burial sites are
still visible. Last to be buried here was Jakob Hirschfeld, who died on 22nd
January 1939; during the November Pogrom of 1938, after her house had been
devastated, his sister Julie from shock fell down the stairs and succumbed
shortly after to her injuries.
The Jewish cemetery in Belle, on Pyrmonter Strasse was laid out in 1793 (Area
6, no. 118). Enclosed by a hedge, it has an area of 129 m2 and 12 gravestones
are still visible. Standing out tall from the row of vertical gravestones with
rounded ends are the monuments to Samuel (d. 1886) and Rebecka (d. 1904)
Klarenmeyer. The simple grave plates probably replace destroyed gravestones
for members of this family. Such memorial plates recall Sara and Emil
Klarenmeyer and Else, Albert and Julius Sondermann (Fig. 388). The oldest
preserved gravestone dates from the year 1808 and the last interment took place
in 1927.
Both cemeteries were entered into the Historic Monuments List of the Horn –
Bad Meinberg municipality on 25th April 1995.

Residences and business premises of Jewish families in Horn
Jews were not well liked in Horn until the beginning of the emancipation. Up
to the beginning of the 19th century they were denied the acquisition of houses.
As a first place to live, they were probably assigned the street between Mitteland Heerstrasse, which was known for a long time as “the Jews’ Place”.
In 1926, the following Jewish families lived in Horn:
- Sally Blank, grain trade and
groceries; 35, Mittelstr.
- Moses Examus, master-butcher
and cattle trader; 92, Burgstr.
- Walter Examus, butcher; 92,
Burgstr.
- Jacob Hirschfeld, businessman;
Nordstr. 241,
- Johanne Levy, widow; 150,
Heerstr.

- Albert Sondermann, butcher;
179, Heerstr.
- Max Sondermann,
businessman; 116, Heerstr.
- Elise Sondermann, widow;
86, Mittelstr.
- W. Sondermann,
manufactured goods; 86,
Mittelstr.
- Louis Sostberg, masterbutcher and cattle trader; 223,
Nordstr.

374 Horn, Burgstrasse Right:
building of former Jew.
School, behind it former
synagogue building

375 Sketch for alteration of synagogue at
29A Burgstrasse before conversion to
dwelling with print works on ground
floor, 1939/40

376 Horn, 29A Burgstrasse
Building of former
synagogue during
renovations 1989

377 Horn, 29A Burgstrasse Building of
former synagogue during
renovations; garden side, 1989

378 Horn, 29A, Burgstrasse: former 379 Horn, 29A, Burgstrasse: entrance
synagogue building during
to former synagogue; the Hebrew
renovations 1989
inscription was in the framed
space above the door
380 Wooden memorial to Albert
381 The Jewish Community renovates
Aschoff, who fell in France in
the gable of its apartment house
1917; from the Horn Synagogue
(former Jewish School); Sketch of
(Municipal Museum, Horn)
1932

382 Horn, 29, Burgstrasse: building 383 Horn, 29, Burgstrasse: building
of the former Jewish School,
of the former Jewish School
before renovations
384 Horn, Paderborner Strasse, Jewish Cemetery
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Horn, Paderborner Strasse, Jewish Cemetery

387 Horn, Paderborner Strasse,
Jewish Cemetery

388 Horn- Bad Meinberg, Belle
district, Pyrmonter Strasse, Jewish
Cemetery: Gravestones of Samuel
(d. 1886) and Rebecka (d.1904)
Klarenmeyer
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